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About This Game

Willful is an adventure game that borrows elements from Mega Man, Metroid, and other classics from the 80s and 90s.
The Player takes up arms as a sacrificial offering named Will.

As the player explores the different areas in the game they can spend money on powerups and golden carrots which grant access
to new worlds.

It's up to you to stop the reign of a mysterious entity named Behemoth, and his group of crazed followers!

Stuff you can do in Willful:

-Shoot things

-Make friends with a rock golem

-Buy from sketchy carrot dealers

-Traverse a giant computer chip

-Battle against bosses

-Explore ten different worlds
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Surprisingly bad. I ran it for cards, played it a little just for curiousity. My curiousity ran out in under 2 minutes. Eventually the
game crashed after the 2nd card dropped so I left the crash window open until I got the last card.

Developer: you want me to send you the crash files?. Pros:
Satisfying puzzles.
Wonderful humour and characters.
Cute graphics and sounds.
Bigfoot!

Cons:
Lack of configuration options.
Annoying swaying screen effect and blurred edges.
Individually, each episode is a little brief.. Wonderfully crafted guide with extensive background information and lore, though I
do find it overpriced.. For this genre of dollar horror it does well. I go with an hour per dollar and this game hits that goal at
about an hour. Dont expect the world and you will enjoy it.. DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
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DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
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DUCK GAME
DUCK GAME
. Old game. And all i can say is this is pathetic that devs tought they could create old bad game with new grafics and tthink that
one would be better. (I:Rome) obviously that is even bigger fail than even this game since it should be better but its not.. Good
1st chapter
Short but good.. This is a really good HOG. I'm not usually into this kind of setting - I lean toward more fantasy-oriented
backgrounds - but this game surprised me by how well-crafted it is.

While it's not necessarily the most creative game of it's kind, I found myself wanting to learn more, and curious about what
would happen next.

Notes:
Hidden object scenes are shape-based and interactive (not a list of words)
Some of the collectibles are very tricky to find, but mostly they're just cleverly hidden, as opposed to invisible because of colour-
on-colour
I like the protagonist, but seeing some of her thoughts during the game would be even better - something the newer games do
ore often now, and often with humour. I've actually died once because I was crouching and standing up so I could pretend I was
dancing to the background music.

They got everything right, it really feels like a real NES game with 8 bit graphics and music.
And I'm not talking about those pretentious indie games with "pixelated graphics", this is the real thing.
Definitely worth it.. A fun little game that reminds me of the choose your own adventure games from the 80's and has a good
little story to it that makes you want to keep trying it to see the different outcomes :)
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this is ridiculous. If you have a Vive, this is a must own game. Don't let the graphics fool you, when you put the Vive on you
don't even notice. PvP in a first person shooter is way cooler than I could have imagined. The community is great, everyone is
very friendly. The Dev is super fast and responsive on the discussion board and actively updating the game. Even in Early
Access this title feels like a complete game. Dodging and using cover in VR is about the coolest thing I've done in a long time.

Teleportion is done right. The guns feel great. Everything feels very well balanced. From someone playing in S Korea lag is
usually a problem, but I didn't even feel it in this game. Very well put together!

This will be the best 15 bucks you spend on your Vive.

here's a little gameplay footage of me getting rekt

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=49QQJsKxvjk. This was a surprisingly good game. There is a mild learning curve until
you learn the way the game's puzzles work, then once you get a few upgrades the levels get richer and very addictive. In
particular the way adjacent rooms interact with one another was very clever, especially once the upgrades start to work together
to solve rooms. The difficulty was spot on for my modest platformer skills, slightly above casual only. For achievement hunters,
an easy 100% that takes a 5-7 hours maybe.
. Too boring and repetitive. Feels more like a cartoon than a game asking to be taken seriously. Despite the recent update, there
is still no credible or proper business expansion built into the game apart from build more of the same old, same old machines -
even if they do carry out different tasks. You start off making gloves, I mean, come on; Gloves??! The title says "Gunsmith" not
Glovesmith. I guarantee 99% of people will be bored stiff with this game within the hour because of the constant repetition.
Requires a shed load more development before it becomes a credible game IMHO.. This game is great play for those that like
traditional Asian music, very relaxing and challenging games. I really enjoyed this game after completing all levels I started all
over again. Great for de-stress and is good for beginners and intermediate players. I hope this company will put out more games
like this and more challenging in the future with more tile sets and boards for those who are wanting more of a challenge.. After
you are done with the small story then you have to play online. I hope more people play this game because it is fun. You use
picture cards to tell the players who they are, where the crime happened, and with what weapon but only one player can be the
real murderer. I give this game a 8.5\/10 because we need other players active online. Please add a DLC with more cases!.
Subsiege is a Strategy game that combines fast paced unit management with elements from MOBAS while layering a Oxygen
mechanic on top that adds both an additional layer of depth and ensures quick and suspenseful matches.

It offers a variety of matchup options that range from 1v1, 2v2 up to modes that support 12 Players at once.

The Experience is very smooth and apart from a few UI elements which look a little clunky and outdated (some font choices are
a bit odd too) The Sound design too doesn't feel entirely finished yet.
However, both the Ship and the Environmental design are gorgeous and really bring out the best of the underwater setting and so
far I haven't stumbled over significant balancing issues.

If you're looking for a fast to pick up fun to Play game to start up for some quick play sessions and you want to feel like Captain
Nemo waging war I can wholeheartedly recommend this game.. So far I'd say this set is the most enjoyable group so far. Good
pictures, and no signs (so far - I'm half way done) of the random pixel patterns (like for example the cow - lots of single pixels
instead of groupings).

  And picture size is reasonable - lots of big pics, and even the smallest still look good :-). Really cool game

the game looks even more beautifull then the trailer shows and its just cool lol :D
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